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With the advent of computer technology, many
companies have embarked on their computerization project
to cope with the data explosion problem in the Marketing
Information Department. The path they usually choose is
to set up a Marketing Information System (MKIS) operated
by EDP personnel. This method is best fit for routine
operations but poor for decision making because it
projects the computer, rather than the manager, as the
solution to management problem. A Marketing Decision
Support System (MDSS) differs from a traditional MKIS in
that it allows the decision makers- managers- to have
access to an integrated database, perform ad hoc
analysis, practise modeling and obtain customised reports
tailored to their individual needs. This paper uses a
tabacco company as an operational example and describes
the design of a MDSS for its marketing information
requirements, using some off-the-shelf software in a
personal computer environment. Implementation details
will be discussed and the proposed system is designed,
tested and operated in a real life situation. It will be
demonstrated that with the help of recent advanced
computer technology and sophisticated software packages,
an executive is able to extract more useful information
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The objective of this paper is to use the tobacco
company in which one of the authors works as the
Marketing Research Manager, as an operational example to
develop and implement an integrated marketing information
system, which is defined as the Marketing Decision
Support System (MDSS) .l So far, most of such systems are
developed in a mainframe or high-end minicomputer
environment. This project attempts to set up a MDSS in a
PC system. Should this prove to be feasible, it will
provide the much needed flexibility to the company.'s
information system, as well as open up a great
opportunity to those companies which cannot afford the
expensive, large computer facilities.
Background
The responsibility to generate marketing information
in this company used to split between the Marketing
l Little, John D. C. Findley, James J. ,''Blueprint
for a Revolution.,'' Marketing Comm! rjicatio E (March
1984): p.C5.
2
Information Group (MIG) in the local office and the
Marketing Research Group (MRG) in the regional
headquarters. MIG was mainly concerned with the
collection, analysis, and reporting of internal sales
data as well as external, secondary data such as
population demographic, socio-economic or other
environmental issues. MRG, on the other hand, was more
involved in the collection and interpretation of primary
data via the conduct of market research projects. These
two groups operated separately and independently. This
had resulted in redundant efforts, inefficient
information flow, ineffective data analysis, and
consequently under-utilized data. Obviously this
situation must be improved.
One year ago, during a major company reorganization,
these two groups were merged together to form the
Marketing Research Department (MRD). This offered a
golden opportunity to remedy the undesirable situation
mentioned above. This project was initiated to upgrade
the marketing information system (MKIS) after the dust of
the reorganization had settled.
Appro4ch and Limitat
According to Cox and Good,2 one critical factor
underlying successful- MKIS development is the full
support of top management. This is because successful
2 Cox, Donald F. Good, Robert E. ''How to Build a
Marketing Information System., Harvard Business
Review May-June 1967,
3
systems can only be built upon strong leadership and
suitable organization structure, and these can only be
provided by top management. While this obviously is the
ideal situation, it rarely happens in reality,
particularly when it comes to resource allocation.
Top management does not usually recognize the need
for or fully appreciate the requirements and implications
of a MKIS. Even when it does, it has an understandable
reluctance to introduce changes in or take away resources
from entrenched and powerful departments, even though
such actions may be necessary for the successful
development and implementation of the system. Thus the
person who initiates or is assigned to the task of
developing the MKIS will have to rely on his own
initiative and ability to gain the co-operation of the
departments involved, rather than be equipped with the
necessary clout to force through the system. This is the
exact situation of the present case.
When the MDSS development plan was proposed to top
management and the Marketing and Sales Department, the
main users, they adopted an interested but slightly
skeptical attitude. They were interested because they
generally recognized the benefits of a sophisticated
information system. They were skeptical because they were
not sure what actual benefits the system would bring and
how cost efficient and effective it may be.
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The end result was that top management approved the
purchase of an IBM PC/XT microcomputer and the necessary
software for MRD. They directed that MRD should work
within the constraints and produce ,''something concrete,
before any considerations would be given to the
development of a full-scale MDSS. The Marketing and Sales
Department also promised support on the condition that
the current operation would not be adversely affected in
the mean time. In effect, this project is taken as a
pilot test, the success of which is a prerequisite for
the development of the full system.
Given these conditions, a practical approach which
emphasizes on the actual design and implementation rather
than a theoretical discussion on the feasibility or pros
and cons of such a system is adopted. The aim is to
achieve short-term tangible results quickly.
This approach is chosen because one major fallacy of
many such development works is in being over-ambitious.
In trying to establish one full-scale, comprehensive
information system all at once, many such projects grind
themselves to death by failing to deliver the promised




SITUATION AND NEEDS ANALYSIS
The Current System
MRD provides a full range of conventionally
generated market and sales statistics on both a regular
and ad hoc basis. Following is a description of the
nature, purpose, source of information, and processing
procedures it uses in its major function areas.
Sales Processing
Sales data forms the basis for monitoring the
performance of the company. It also serves as part of the
input in evaluating the effectiveness of tactical and
promotion campaigns.
The raw data is supplied by the company's
distributors who call MRD every Friday afternoon to
report the daily sales figures. A clerk of MRD will
record these data onto a master file and then manually
consolidate the daily figures into monthly totals for
reporting. There are two monthly reports, one showing
current month and one showing the whole year figures.
They are issued on or before the 10th of each month.
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These reports, however,. just tell the marketing and
sales management how well or poorly they have been doing
but not why.
Retail Audit
Each month, MRD carries out a retail audit among 100
retail outlets. This project is conducted to provide
information on the sales performance of the company's
brands in relation to the competitors', measured in terms
of market share. It also provides information on the
total market size and the distribution and stock levels
of all major brands in the market at the retail level.
This is another important measurement of the company's
performance apart from the absolute sales volume.
The raw data is collected by a team of field
auditors of MRD. They visit the 100 sampled outlets in
the last week of every month and, from the sales
invoices, determined the quantities of each cigarette
brand the retailer bought within that month. The auditors
then count the existing inventory of the retailer. They
enter these data onto a record form which, when completed
and checked manually, will be sent to the EDP department
for processing.
This is the only internal report issued by MRD that
uses computer processing because of the volume of the
data and the complexity of the analysis plan. The
computer is programmed to calculate the sales for each
brand in each outlet according to the following formula:
7
Beginning inventory + Purchase - Ending inventory = Sales
These data are then inflated to project the total market
size and transformed into market share for each brand.
Data for each month will be stored in a master file to
facilitate comparison with previous month, calculation of
year-to-date and 12-month moving totals. All these data
come to MRD in the form of computer printouts, and MRD
will prepare a set of summary tables to be issued with a
concise commentary to management.
Marketing Research
MRD conducts a wine varieties of research projects,
including product tests, advertising research, media
expenditure analysis, tracking, segmentation, and
simulation studies. These projects are conducted to
provide management with the necessary information to
develop marketing strategies and to measure the impact of
the company's and competitors' marketing programs.
The normal procedure is that MRD will commission a
research agency to conduct the project, and the results
will be available in the form of a report, computer
tabulations, or both. Upon receiving the results, MRD
will issue a concise executive summary on the specific
project to management.
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While some of the information generated by these
research projects may be related to each other, for
example, the brand awareness, advertising awareness, and
the media expenditure level, which may in turn relate to
the sales performance, there has been no attempt to
cross-analyse them. This is because there is a lack of
theoretical framework and analytical tool to do so.
Inadeciuacies _o_ tie_ _urrent Syste
From the above descriptions, two main
characteristics of the current MKIS are apparent:
Firstly, the system is not an integrated one. The
many different pieces of data are collected and analysed
on its own with little, if at all, cross-reference.
Secondly, the whole processing procedure for the
sales data, apart from the Retail Audit Report, is a
manual one,
These two characteristics have unfortunately led to
the following deficiencies:
Firstly, the system fulfils more of the data
collection and reduction but not the data analysis
functions. The manual processing procedure has limited
the data analysis to the simple and superficial level.
The more sophisticated or complex statistical analysis
techniques are either not possible or required too much
time and effort to conduct. In addition, the fact that
each different piece of data is analysed on its own, the
9amount and depth of analysis possible are inherently
limited. These have led to serious under-utilization of
the data available.
Secondly, since the reports consist mainly the raw
or semi-digested data rather than thoroughly analysed,
relevant information, they are just status reporting but
not decision supporting. Hence their usefulness to
management is limited.
Thirdly, since the bulk of the sales data processing
are mechanical and routine, and most of the reports are
issued regularly in a standard format, a manual operation
results in much waste of time and effort, and is subject
to a higher degree of human error.
Fourthly, all the reports consist of text and
figures without any graphics. While it is important to
see how the latest data relate to historical trend, extra
effort is required at present to achieve this.
Finally, with all the data store in paper files or
bound reports, retrieval of data is a slow process,
particularly when several different pieces of data are
reauired.




Throughout the years, the company has put in
substantial investment to computerize its operation. IBM
Display Writers have been put into every department of
the company to assist the word processing duties of the
secretaries. An IBM System 36 minicomputer has been
installed to run most accounting jobs and process the
retail audit data obtained from the field. For MRD, an
IBM PC/XT microcomputer and some peripherals are
purchased so that the department can conduct its own data
analysis tasks without adding extra burden on the System
36. There is a plan to link up the PC to the minicomputer
in the future so that processing power can be shared and
data transported freely between the two systems. The
characteristics of the hardware computing facilities are
brie described as follows:
IBM PC/XT
The IBM PC/XT is a 16-bit microcomputer suitable to
be put in a business environment. Running on operating
system PC-DOS designed by Microsoft, it is widely
supported by a wealth of commodity software. With proper
connection, the PC can be linked up to a rr:inicornputer and
is able to do file transfer, terminal emulation and other
communication functions. The hardware configuration of
the present system in MRD is as follows:
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Memory: 640KB RAM, 40KB ROM
Disks: One 360KB 5 1/4" Diskette Drive
One 10MB Hard Disk
Monitor: IBM Monochrome Display
Printer: Epson LQ-1500 High Quality Model
Plotter: HP 7470A 2-pen Model
IBM stem
The IBM System 36 is a versatile multi-user computer
system serving many computing needs in the company. It
runs on a virtual operating system which enhances its
capacity to run multiple tasks in a real-time





1 unit for backupTape:
Software
The software used on System 36 is a custom-made
program written and maintained by a team of inhouse DP
staffs. For the IBM PC/XT, some off-the-shelf commodity
software packages are purchased from the market and
self-development activity is minimum at present. These
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commodity software packages contain many powerful
features which allow the IBM PC/XT to act as the
cornerstone of the proposed MDSS.
dBASE II
dBase II is a relational detabase management tool
which allows easy manipulation of small and medium sized
databases using English-like commands. With dBase II, a
user can:
o Create complete database system
o Easily add, delete, edit, display and print
data from a database, with a minimum of data
duplication on file.
o Gain a large measure of program/data
independence so that when the data is changed,
there is no need to change the program, and
vice-versa.
o Generate reports from one or more databases,
automatically do multiplication, division,
sub-totals and other data manipulation every
time the databases are used.
o Use the full-screen editing capability to set
up a screen format, so that a user can see
exactly what he is getting, and enter data by
simply "filling in the blanks."
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SPSS/ PC
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS)
is an integrated system of computer programs designed for
the analysis of research data. The system provides a
unified and comprehensive package that enables the user
to perform many different types of data analysis in a
simple and convenient manner. It has a wide user base in
many large computer installations and is considered by
many researchers as an indispensable tool. The
introduction of a condensed version of SPSS that can run
in a personal computer environment is a dream comes true
to users who lack the resources of mainframe computing
facilities. SPSS/PC, as the new product is called,
provides microcomputer environmental advantages of
personal control, interactive exploration, and a more
intimate contact with the data. Despite its limitation in
storage capacity and processing speed, this package
offers many fundamental procedures in statistical
analysis.
LOTUS l -2-3
Lotus 1-2-3 is an advanced electronic worksheet
program representing a new generation of desk-top
computer software. It is equipped with state-of-the-art
graphic functionality and information management
capacity. Other than the basic commands to manipulate
data on the worksheet, Lotus 1-2-3 offers File Commands
to store, retrieve and combine worksheet data to and from
14
a file. It also has Data Commands to sort, query,
perform simple statistics and tabulation of data. Using
either the Graph or Print Commands, user-selected sets of






A Marketing Decision Support System is "a
co-ordinated collection of data, systems, tools, and
techniques with supporting software and hardware by which
an organization gathers and interprets relevant
information from business and environment and turns it
into a basis for marketing action."3 A MDSS differs from
a traditional MKIS in that it positions the managers,
rather than the computer, as the solution to management
problems. Properly equipped with decision support
computer technology, a MDSS allows the managers to access
an integrated database, perform ad hoc analysis, practise
modeling, and obtain customized reports tailored to their
individual needs.
3 Little, John D. C. "Decision Support Systems for
Marketing Managers." Journal of Market in9 Vol. 43
(Summer 1976): p.9.
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rigure s..l snows the conceptual structure of the
MDSS, and following is a brief description on its four
major internal components:4
Data Bank
Obviously this integrated database is the foundation
of the whole system. Based on these raw data, useful
information can be generated and used for control and
decision making purposes. In order to allow for a high
degree of flexibility of its future use, manipulation or
retrieval, the data will be maintained in its most
elemental, disaggregated form whenever possible.
A wide varieties of data will reside in the Data
Bank. These will include company actual sales data
market share and distribution level from the retail
audit media expenditure amount and share of voice
price and brand awareness, advertising awareness, trial,
and purchase levels of the company and competitors'
brands obtained from marketing research projects. The
fact that all these different but related pieces of data
are stored in the same database will facilitate easy
retrieval and cross-reference of data, addressing
directly two of the five deficiencies of the current
system identified in Chapter II.
4 Montgomery, David B. Urban, Glen L."Marketing
Decision-Information Systems: An Emerging View."
Journal of marketin Research Vol. VII (May 1970):
P.226.
FIGURE 3.1
THE STRUCTURE OF THE MDSS
System Boundary
Source: Montgomery Urban, May 1970
18Statistical Bank
While managers sometimes just want to browse through
and retrieve some data, for almost all decision purposes,
they will require relevant information to be distilled
from the raw data. Therefore statistical processing
capabilities, ranging from the simple ones like
summation, percentage, cross-tabulations to the more
complex methods such as multiple regression, cluster
analysis, factor analysis, and significance testing
should be provided. Moreover, the system must be able to
provide the information within the time available for
making decisions otherwise the managers will make the
decisions without the information and ignore the system.
Thus the system should be run on an ad hoc rather than
production system basis.
The statistical program currently available in the
system is SPSS/PC. This is quite a powerful and
comprehensive software containing almost all the most
widely used statistical techniques. While the software is
relatively easy to use, it still requires some
programming knowledge to operate. The feasibility to
construct a set of command files for each statistical
function to minimize the programming requirements in the
operation is under review. If feasible, the users only
neeb to call the command file and input some necessary
parameters to use that analysis. The inclusion of this
19
software will provide the much needed analytical
capabilities and minimize the current shortcomings of
data under-utilization.
Model Bank
Very often, many different pieces of information are
related to each other and have some bearing on the same
issue or decision. In order to make the best and correct
use of these different information as input into the
decision, managers need to know the interrelationships
among these information as well as their relationship to
the issue in hand. Market models at different levels of
complexity will serve to facilitate the understanding and
delineating such underlying interrelationships. These
models will also provide a framework for testing and
assessing different ideas and alternatives to the issue
that the managers may have. This is particularly
important since managers are principally concerned with
the future and implications of today's decisions, and
often need to ask a lot of "what if" questions. However
this facility is perhaps also the most difficult part of
the whole system since it is hard and sometimes
impossible to conceptualize and articulate the
relationship among different variables.




While sales forecasting is the most basic
requirement for planning, no scientific, quantitative
sales forecasting model is currently available. All the
sales forecasting is done by the marketing and sales
personnel strictly on a judgemental basis. This is
obviously undesirable in that both the precision level
and the impact of a change in the underlying assumptions
cannot be estimated. It is proposed to develop a sales
forecasting model using time series analysis to identify
the basic trend, and factor analysis techniques to
measure the impact on sales by specific variables.
Price Simulation
Owing to the dramatic increases in cigarette duty
and the changing economy in the past few years, the
pricing structure of the cigarette market in Hong Kong
has undergone drastic changes, with new price categories
emerging. In order to ensure the pricing strategies
adopted will provide the best result, an outside
marketing consultant was commissioned to develop a
computer simulation model to estimate the effect of
various pricing scenarios on the market share of various
brands. The basic model came into operation in last July,




Each year, the company spends more than ten million
dollars in media. Given the amount of money involved, and
more importantly, its potential impact on business, the
efficiency of the media buying pattern is of great
importance, The company's advertising agency is currently
developing a model to. relate the media expenditure
figures with the brand awareness, advertising awareness,
and usage data of the brand in order to identify their
relationship. They are also using an IBM PC/XT and dBASE
II software as the development tools. It is agreed that
the company will be given a copy of the model when it is
completed.
When these models are in operation, they will
provide tremendous explanatory power and the analytical
tool to make the best use of the data available.
Communications
Managers must have access to the system if it is tc
be used. In order to attract maximum utilization of the
system, this communication facility must be designed tc
provide convenient, efficient user-system interactions.




Since the ultimate end users are managers and
executives, but not computer programmers, the command
language should be easy-to-use, conversation-like, and
ideally menu-driven,
Flexible Report Structure
Managers should be able to get customized reports
tailored to their specific needs, in contrast to standard
reports produced with a commom format for all users.
Managers will be so much more willing to use the system
if they perceive the system is providing the exact
information that they need.
Graph is Capability
Graphical display is often a more convenient medium
in which to communicate with management, who in general
are more concerned with the broad trends and picture
rather than specific details.
Tnd vidujject Acc sus
The best way to encourage usage is to allow users
direct and immediate access to the system when they want
to. It has been decided that when the MDSS is developed
to the point where the information or functions most
useful to the managers are available, and that the
managers can operate the system by themselves, a terminal
will be installed in the room of those who want one.
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These terminals will be linked to the IBM PC/XT so that
they can access the system in privacy, on their own
schedule. In fact, it has been under consideration that
the MDSS may then be transferred into the IBM System 36
for better operating capabilities.
The proposed MDSS will try to incorporate the above
mentioned features in order to achieve the expected
impact on management.
Current Deve, oAment Planili v
A fully implemented MDSS includes such various types
of data as sales, finance, marketing, media expenditure,
competitive intelligence, and external environmental
issues. It offers extensive and sophisticated analysis
such as correlation between sales and media expenditure
level, cluster analysis of consumer groups, etc. in the
Statistical Bank. From the results thus obtained, a user
can experiment with different models to test hypotheses,
project sales performance, or predict the outcome of a
massive marketing campaign. In fact, there are numerous
ways that a manager can manipulate data and draw
meaningful information to support his decision making.
Having such an enormous task to build a complete
MDSS, this project must obviously be planned in phases.
Owing to the time contraint and limited resources to do
this project, the current phase of development will
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necessarily be a narrow and focussed one. The major
objective is to construct the framework of MDSS around
the IBM PC/XT and plug in some major components of the
structure, using the currently available hardware and
software tools in the environment. This will be achieved
by:
(1) Writing a program in dBase II to collect and process
the actual sales data on the IBM PC/XT. This will
greatly increase the capacity of the Data Bank which
now only has collection of retail audit data on the
IBM System 36.
(2) Studying of the statistical procedures in the
SPSS/PC package for possible application in
marketing research projects and assess the
suitability of the package to be used as the
Statistical Bank.
(3) Designing and experimenting with a simple sales
forecast model in the Lotus 1-2-3 system using the
sales data captured in the database described in (1)
above.
(4) Exploring facilities and methodologies available on
IBM PC/XT to meet the managers' communication needs.
The objective is to help them to overcome computer
jargons, provide flexible report procedure, and
offer easy graphical presentation of data.
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It is hoped that the result of this research project
will demonstrate the feasibility to build a MDSS around a
PC environment, lay the groundwork for further
development, and most important of all, produce tangible





Based on the general descriptions and requirements
of a MDSS outlined in the previous chapter, we now embark
on the task of building the framework and plug in some
major components of the structure using the available
hardware and software tools in the environment. This
chapter will delineate the program and system designs
that have been done to construct the four basic
components of a MDSS: Data Bank, Statisitcal Bank, Model
Bank and Communications.
)Fi ling_ the DatA Ban+
one of the primary data in the MDSS is the actual
sales of each cigarette brand. This is the all important
index of company performance. As pointed out in Chapter
II, manual processing of these data has led to
inefficiency and under-utilization of data. Therefore
our first goal in this project is to integrate all sales





Actual sales data can be grouped into two broad
categories. One is the daily figure reported by the
distributors on each brand and the other is the monthly
volume consumed by other retail outlets such as
supermarkets. The source and brand composition of the
sales data is tabulated in Table C.I. Unit of the daily
sales is in stick, and unit of the monthly figures is in
million sticks. The basic input requirement of the
database is to accomodate these two types of data so that
they can be retrieved by date or by month.
Pr s_s_Lr U
Distributor daily sales are first consolidated into
monthly figures, which are then added to the monthly
retail outlets' sales to form the company:' s monthly
sales. Owing to the different locality of Hong Kong and
Macau, it is desirable to separate Hong Kong from the
total Hong Kong Macau sales so that the effect of
marketing program on Hong Kong sales alone can be more







Hing Lan Company (HLC) Daily Stick
Man Chong Honc, (MCH) Daily Stick
Distributor (Macau):
Man Veng Hong (MVH) Daily Stick
Retail Outlets (Hong Kong)
NAF Monthly MM Stick
AFI (supermarket) Monthly MM Stick













Vantage King Size VK
100 v100
Winston King Size WK








Hong KongHong Kong Macau
Sales Report
(in sticks) MCH AFI NAFHLC MVH 0TH
Daily Daily Daily Monthly Monthly Monthly
Sales Sales Sales Sales Sales Sales
Sales Report Distributor Distributor
(in stick) HK Daily Sales HK Macau
Daily Sales
Sales Report Distributor Distributor
(in MM stick) HK Monthly HK Macau
Sales Monthly Sales
Sales Report RJR RJR




There are three basic requirements of output: screen
display, hard copy printout and user-selected sales data
to be stored in a file for further processing. The first
two forms of output are needed for on-line enquiry and
off-line recordkeeping of all the databases in Figure
4.1. A time period specified by 'from-to,' dates is used
as criteria to access the data. For the user-selected
sales data, only the consolidated distributor or the
company's totals (Hong Kong alone or Macau included) can
be extracted for further analysis and manipulation. These
data are stored in the output databases as shown in Table
4.2. Again the user specifies a time period of interest
and may choose up to six brand styles or families as
selection criteria. The selected data will be stored in
a separate file and serves as input for further
statistical or modeling analysis.
Actual Programming Design
The Actual Sales Program is written in dBase II,
which is preferred to Lotus 1-2-3 because dBase II offers
more features and convenience:
o Powerful database manipulation commands
o Error checking routine possible
o A relational database system
o File structure and data organization
transparent to operator
o Can be menu-driven
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There are four major modules in the MAIN program:
Sales Input, Sales Consolidation, Sales Report, and Sales
Extraction. Figure 4.2 depicts the main structure of
the menu system. The detailed program listings are given
in Appendix I.
Sales Input Module
Sales databases are maintained in a uniform
structure as shown in Table 4.3. There are six input
databases altogether: three for daily sales of
distributors, and three for monthly sales of other
outlets. They all use the data stored in the f ield
'PERIOD' as the key for indexing and are sorted in
chronological order. The names of the databases and
index files are given in Table 4.2. For a better
understanding of the logic flow, the program structure is
presented in Table 4.4.
When the MAIN program is called up by typing 'DO
MAIN' in the dBASE II environemnt, the user chooses
option 1 'Sales Input' to invoke the routine INPUTMENU
(Actual Daily/Monthly Sales Menu). When this is done,
the program will prompt the user for further action:
Input, Edit or Display/Print. At this stage the user
must specify the name of distributor or other outlets he
wants to work on and enter the date of scales. In the
Input mode, the user is allowed to enter sales figure of
each brand style and the program will automatically
















(1) HK inland RJR

































DATABASE AND INDEX FILES
Data File Index File Remark
(. DB F) (.NDX)
Input HLCSALE HLCIND HLC Daily Sales
Database MCHSALE MCHIND MCH Daily Sales
MVH SAL E MVHIND MVH Daily Sales
NAFSALE NAFIND NAF Monthly Sales
AFISALE AF I IND AFI Monthly Sales
OTHIND0TH SALE 0TH Monthly Sales
Output HDAYSALE HDAYIND HK Distributor
Database Daily Sales
MDAYSALE MDAY I ND HK Macau
Distributor Daily
Sales










Field Name Type* Widtr Remark
1 PERIOD c 8 yy/mm/as or yy/mm
2 WKDAY c 3 Weekday (eg. MON for Monday)
3 CR N 10
4 CF N 10
5 CTOT N 10 Camel family subtotal
6 DKS N 10
7 D100 N 10
8 DTOT N 10 Doral family subtotal
9 MF N 10
10 MM N 10
11 MTOT N 10 More family subtotal
12 SK N 10
13 ss N 10
14 SL N 10
15 SL100 N 10
16 STOT N 10 Salem family subtotal
VK17 N 10
v10018 N 10
19 VTOT N 10 Vantage family subtotal
WK20 N 10
21 WB N 10
W10022 N 10
WSL23 N 10
24 WL N 10
25 WL100 N 10
26 WTOT N Winston family subtotal10







MAT IN PUTMENU ENTRYMENU New data entry
EDITMENU EDITING Change, delete
data
DS PLY MENU Display, print
data
PROCMENU RJRMENU RENEW Sales
consolidation





CHECK Check date and weekday
DSPLY1 Display brand style data
DS PL Y 2 Display brand family data
Format Files:
DAILY Format for sales data input
Format for sales data editingEREC
36
entry, the information in the record can be retrieved for
review, edition or deletion. This is achieved by exiting
the Input mode and transferring to the Edit mode.
In the edit environment, the user can delete the
entire record of a certain date or modify any of the
brand style sales figure. It is even possible to modify
the key of the record which is the date stored in the
field 'PERIOD'. Care must be taken, however, not to
create a duplicate key otherwise, record of the same 'key
value will be overwritten.
When editing is completed, it may be desirable to
display or print the data for recordkeeping. The user
can pick the Display/Print option in the 'Actual
Daily/Monthly Sales Menu' and he will be prompted to
enter a time period by defining the 'from-to.' dates.
Blank entry in the 'from.' date defaults to the beginning
and blank entry in the 'to' date refers to the last
record of the database. When doing printout, the brand
style and family sales reports are split on different
pages due to the large number of fields in the database.
Sample sales reports are listed in Appendix II.
Sales Consolidation Module
There are six output database files used in this
module as listed in Table 4.2. When option 2 'Sales
Processing.' in the MAIN program is selected, the user can
choose to consolidate total RJR sales data for either
Hong Kong Inland or Hong Kong Macau Region, and print
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the output of the consolidation. If Hong Kong Inland RJR
sales is chosen, then only data from the two Hong Kong
distributors- Hing Lan Company (HLC) and Man Chong Hong
(MCH)- are involved otherwise, Man Veng Hong (MVH) is
also included to represent the Macau territory. The
consolidation process follows the illustration in Figure
4.1. User is first asked to specify a 'from-to' period
before the computation proceeds. During the process, the
consolidated results are kept in temporary files which
are then used to update the output databases. If a
record of a certain date already exists in the output
database, it will be updated by the newly computed
information otherwise, the new record is appended to the
output database. This process ensures that the latest
changes in the input databases are reflected in the
output databases after each computation. There is no
facility in the program to modify or delete the data in
the output database files. File and data maintenance must
be done in the dBase II command level.
Sales Report Module
The sales reporting function in the Sales Report
Module is the same as the one in the Sales Input Module,
the difference being the output databases, rather than
the input databases, are displayed or printed. This
feature is very useful to answer ad hoc management
enquires such as: 'Give me the Winston family totals for
the last quarter.' By picking option 3 in the MAIN
program and selecting the corresponding report, the
answer can readily be obtained.
38Sales Extraction Modole
Extraction of sales data from the database for a
certain time period allows the user to select specific
data for further. analysis. For example, the extracted
data can be selected and input into a forecast model to
project future sales. In our design, a time series of
sales data of up to six brand styles or families in any
combination can be selected, stored in a file and used
for graphing or analysis in the Statistical or Model
Banks. The output file of dBase II is so designed that it
can be read by other software packages such as S PSS/ PC
and Lotus 1-2-3.
Setting Up the Statistical Bank
The availability of the statistical package SPSS/PC
in the IBM PC/XT offers tremendous help to the manager
who wishes to run data analysis for decision making
purpose. Drawing raw data from the Data Bank of the
system, the manager has the freedom to manipulate the
data by himself in a desk top environment. Quick results
can be obtained and the process to change or modify the
procedure is easy, and completely under the control of
the manager. The statistical procedures offered by the
SPSS/PC are tabulated in Table 4.5.
There are many ways in which a manager can utilize
the facilities of SPSS/PC to conduct meaningful analysis.





FREQUENCIES DESCRIPTION Descriptive Statistics
CROSSTABS Crosstabulation and Measures
of Association
MEANS Describing Subpopulations
T-TEST Testing Differences Between
Two Means
PLOT Plotting Data
CORRELATION Measuring Linear Association
ONEWAY One-way Analysis of Variance
AN OVA Analysis of Variance
NAR TESTS Non parametric Tests
REGRESSION Multiple Regression





only actual sales data are currently present in the Data
Bank of the IBM PC/XT, no significant statistical
analysis have been initiated. When the Data Bank is
expanded to include the full range of data mentioned
before, more meaningful data analysis as listed in Table
4.6 will be set up to fully utilize the facilities
offered by the Statistical Bank. It should be noted that
this is only a sample list, and the actual scope of
application depends on the creativity of the manager.
__ii,l.ding the 14,qej.134n
As mentioned in Chapter III, the company has
commissioned a marketing consultant to develop a Pricing
Simulation Model. This model was implemented on an IBM/PC
and written in the FORTRAN programming language. Since
this is a proprietory design, we will not discuss it
here. However, in this project we have developed a Sales
Forecast Model which also enhances the capabilities of
the Model Bank.
The model we present here is based on the notion
that historical values of a time series represent some
basic underlying pattern and random fluctuations. The
forecasting technique attempts to distinguish the
underlying pattern from the randomness so that the
pattern can be projected into the future and used as the
base for a forecast. The input of this model will be the
41TABLE 4.6
APPLICATION OF STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Statistical AnalysisProject Data
Effect of Regression Media Expenditure,
Advertising Brand Awareness,
Campaign Ad Awareness
Segmentation Factor Analysis, Consumer
Studies Cluster Analysis Demographic,
Brand Awareness
Product Test T-Test, ANOVA Product Rating
Marketing Cross Tabulation, Brand Usage.,
Research Data Tabulation, Consumer Group,
Descriptive Statistics Market Segment,
Demographic






monthly sales data already captured in the IBM PC/XT and
extracted in a dBase II generated output file. This file
is then transported into Lotus 1-2-3 where worksheet
functions are used to perform the calculation procedures
of the forecast model.
Methodology for Forecast Model
The method employed in our model is known as "the
classical decompositon method of time series
forecasting."5 Its underlying principle is to identify
three separate portions of the basic pattern in a time
series: the trend factor, a cyclical factor, and a
seasonal factor. The trend simply amounts to the long run
linear projection for the series. The cyclical factor
generally follows the pattern of a wave, passing from a
high to a low value, and back to a high value. Its
frequency is taken as longer than a year. The third
component, seasonal factor, is one that is related to the
annual fluctuation (or a fluctation over some other set
time period shorter than a year) in the basic pattern.
When these three components are combined with some
element of randomness which is always present, the
mathematical representation of the pattern is:
5 Wheelwright, Steven C. Makridakis, Spyros.
Forecastin Met ods for Mana emen. 3rd ed. New
York: Wiley, 1973.
S= TxCxIxR




Since the random factor cannot be projected, the forecast
model is therefore simply s
There are four basic steps in applying the
decomposition method of forecasting in our model.
Determine the Seasonal Factor
Before we start, let us assume that the input data
are monthly sales over a four year period. In other
words, there are 48 values in the time series represented
by Mi, M2r..... M48. Suppose the first twelve values (Mj
to M12) ae summed and their average is computed. This
12-month average is one of whole year and, by definition,
has no seasonality. Also the randomness (with positive
and negative variations from the mean) is considerably
smoothed out. Therefore, this average may be thought of
as consisting of trend and cycle components only. If we
continue to calculate more 12-month averages (M2 to M13;
M3 to M14, etc.) then a new series of values is obtained
which is called the 12-month moving average (MA).
Following the above argument, there are no I and R
components in the MA and we have s
Since MA is the mean value of twelve months, it must
be positioned to represent the mid point of the time
interval. For example, MA of Mj through M2 refers to the
middle of the sixth and seventh month, or the 6,5th
month, to be exact. Similarly, MA of M2 through M13
refers to the 7.5th month, and so on. By definition MAq5
through MA55 will be represented by zero because they




To circumvent this awkward positioning problem, two
consecutive moving averages are averaged once more to
centre the value in the exact month. For example, average
of M55 and M75 yields the value at the seventh month
(mid point between 6.5 and 7.5). This new average is





In the averaging process, six values at the
beginning and five values at the end of the CMA series
are lost because they cannot be calculated. (Recall that
the first six and last five MA1 s are also zero).
Conceptually CMA is the same as MA so the following
relationship still holds:
CMA
At this point, the seasonal factor and randomness
can be easily isolated if we divide the original Mp by




The ratio is multiplied by 100 by convention. Once
the I x R factors are identified, we can eliminate the
randomness by an averaging method and compute the
seasonal index I.
Consider grouping of the IR in Table 4.7. Each
column represents IR values of the same month. If the
mean of each column is taken, we can eliminate most
randomness in the smoothing process. In algebraic terms,
thi£ is shown as:
TABLE 4.7
COMPUTATION OF ADJUSTED SEASONAL INDICES





0 0 0 0 0

















Mean ii 12 13 14 15 16 7 18 19 I10 Jll Il2
Adjusted
Index
All AI2 AI3 AI4 AI5 ai6 AI7 ai8 AI9 AIlO AIn AIl2
where I is the seasonal index and the bar line
denotes averaging
As can be seen from the table, the formula to





Note that we have computed the seasonal indices It
for each month. The summation of these indices is not
always lf200 and it is more meaningful to adjust each
index to average 100, This is achieved by multiplying




An All °f 111.95 can then be interpreted to mean
that in the first period, the value is 11.95 percent
higher than the average of the year, and an AI3 of 75.76
means that in the third period, the value is 24.24
percent below the average of the year.
Determine the Trend
This requires fitting some trend line to the data.
If a linear trend is assumed, the least squares method in
simple regression can be used to obtain values of 'a1 and
,Bbj for the trend equation:
Eqn (6)




Since the moving average has eliminated the seasonal
factor and the randomness, the cyclical factor can be
determined for each observed value by dividing the moving
average value by the trend value. Conceptually, this is
49CMA T x C
C
T T
As with the seasonal indices, the cyclical factors





If the cyclical value is below 100, it indicates
that the level of economic activity for that. month is
below the average for all the years. A value above 100
indicates the opposite.
For ecast for tie Dekir d Time Period
Starting with the time period to be forecasted, the
seasonal factor for that period can be identified from
the adjusted seasonal index, the trend can be determined
by putting the value of 't' in the trend equation, and
the cyclical factor can be estimated from the recent
pattern in this factor. The forecast is then simply:
S= seasonal x trend x cyclical
50
Estimation of the cyclical factors may be the most
difficult aspect of this forecast, and depends heavily on
managemnet judgement.
Worksheet Design
The implementation of the forecast model lends
itself readily to the worksheet of Lotus 1-2-3, because
most computations can be tabulated. Design of cell layout
and formulae in the workheet is simple and
straightforward.
Compute IRRatio
The worksheet layout is shown in Table in Table 4.8. The
first column is the monthly sales data in 48 periods. The
other columns are moving average, centered moving average
and IR ratio with the cell formulae governed by Eqn (1),
(2), and (3) respectively in the previous section.
Compute Adjusted Aeasonal Indices AI
The worksheet to compute AI is exactly the same as
the one shown in Table 4.7, Values of IR' s are copied
from the previous worksheet. Cell formulae of I's and
AT' s arP represented by Eqn (4) and (5).
51TABLE 4.8
COMPUTATION OF IR RATIO
S T x C T x C I x R
Centered
Movifl9 AveragEDa Moving Aver age Ratio
M1 0 0 0
M2 0 0 0
M3 0 0 0
M4 0 0 0
M5 0 0 0
M6 0 0 0
M7 MA6.5 CMA7 IR7












Paramters 'a.' and' b.' of the trend equation can be
calculated from the worksheet in Table 4.9, using Eqn
(7). ant (8).
CoWnpute the, Cy,clica'actor
By putting CMA in Table 4.8 and the trend data on
the same worksheet as shown in Table 4.10, the cyclical
component can easily be identified. The equation employed
is given in Eqn (9).
Project a Forecast
Assuming that the manager always wants to look at
the forecast for the next six periods, the worksheet to
calculate the results is shown in Table 4,11, The
cyclical factor has to be input by the manager at his own
judgement,
Me,et4rg Manager's C9mmunicat 9n Need
It has been observed in this pilot project that the
emergence of desk top business microcomputer has open a
new era for modern manager to gain maximum benefits from
the versatile capabilities of the lastest technology,
owing to new technological breakthrough in electronics,
processing power and storage capacity of microcomputer
have increased manyf old but the cost is coming down. The
COMPUTATION OF PARAMETERS OF TREND LINE
54TABLE 4.10
COMPUTATION OF CYCLICAL COMPONENTS





















COMPUTATION OF SALES FORECAST PROJECTION
(t) (1) (2) (3) (1) x (2) x (3)
Period TrendSeasonal Cycle* Forecast
a+49b49 I1 X49 F49





Cycle data are to be input
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result has spurred many managers to install a microsystem
on their desk so that they can have direct access to the
information adequately stored on the system. In our case,
the Marketing Research Manager has direct control of the
IBM PC/XT and he can do his own job without adding extra
burden on the System 36.
The software tools available to assist the. manager
are also very promising. For instance, dBase II is user
friendly, has simple English-like commands and offers
flexible report structure. The select-by-condition method
is particularly helpful to extract relevant information
from a bunch of raw data. At the time of this writing, it
is heard that a new release called Framework is even more
powerful and encompasses graphic capability. Another
commodity software, Lotus 1-2-3 is ideal for worksheet
operation. It also has some basic data manipulation
commands and is able to produce graphic output. In our
design, it is possible to transport dBase II generated
output files to Lotus 1-2-3 for graph plotting.
Similarly, we can transfer Lotus 1-2-3 data to dbase II
for data management function. These features are
built-in, and require no user training effort.
It should be cautioned that in our implementation,
we do expect the user to have working knowledge of dBase
II, Lotus 1-2-3, and SPSS/PC, our design is not totally
transparent to user, and the switching of one software
environment to another requires user intervention. Even
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with this drawback, the skeleton of the MDSS has been
successfully built and the feasibility to construct MDSS
around the IBM PC/XT is well proven.
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CHAPTER V
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SYSTEN
The successful development of the programs does not
guarantee successful operation of the system a careful
implementation plan is required to achieve that. The
current implementation plan includes the following four
steps:
User Training
This actually started before the completion of
program development. The two clerks of MRD had no
whatsoever knowledge of computer, but they will be highly
involved in the operation of the system. In order to
prepare them for the task and to minimize their possible
resistence due to ignorance, they were put on an internal
and external training program. Externally, they were sent
to attend a three-month intensive training course offered
by an institute on basic computer concepts, operation,
and programming techniques. Internally, the Marketing
Information Manager coached them in the use of Lotus
1-2-3, which she has been using for ad hoc analysis.
Anyway, the MDSS would also make use of Lotus 1-2-3,'s
graphic capabilities.
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Since he programming on the Data Bank modules was
completed, they have been undergoing training in the
operation of that. This part is most relevant to them
since it directly replaces what they have been doing
manually. There is no plan, at least not in the near
future, to involve them in the operation of the
Statistical and Model banks beause it is beyond their
capabilities in terms of statistical and marketing
knowledge.
There is also no plan at present to train the
managers in the operation of the system, even though
ultimately they will be the end-users. This is because:
Firstly, the parts of the system which are most
useful to them - the Statistical and Model banks - have
not yet been developed to the stage where they can easily
and readily use them. Some simple programming knowledge
is required to operate the statistical package, and in
the model bank, only a forecasting model and an ad hoc
simulation model are available, which cover only a small
part of their information needs.
Secondly, the system at present is installed in a
stand-alone IBM PC/XT without hooking up to the IBM
System 36 network. Hence the managers cannot have
individual access to the system even if they want to.
Owing to the above reasons, it is much more
efficient for the managers to inform MRD their needs and
let MRD siaff run the system. However the ultimate goal




During the training of the two clerks of MRD in the
use of the Data Bank operation of the MDSS, they started
to transfer sales data from the paper files into the MDSS
system. However, since they have to keep the manual
system in operation at the same time, the process is
slow. It is estimated that just the keypunching of the
sales data into the Data Bank of the MDSS will take about
one month to complete.
Parallel Run
In order to insure against the possibility of total
or partial loss of the data, inaccurate or inappropriate
output by the new MDSS, either due to human error or
hidden bugs not yet identified, the new MDSS will run
parallel to the manual system for at least three months,
and as long as required to identify and eliminate all
possible deficiencies.
Management Briering
When the Data Bank component of the new MDSS is up
and running smoothly, which is expected to be in two
month time, a presentation of the system will be made to
management. Recall that management has asked for some
concrete results before they will support further
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development of the MDSS, this presentation is absolutely
vital to the success of the project. As mentioned before,
the whole development work so far is a pilot test which
will be used as a selling tool for the full system.
Hopefully, by the time of presentation, the Statistical
and Model banks can be further developed to be more
comprehensive and responsive to management needs. It will





While the development of the MDSS is tar trom over,
the progress made so far has shown some positive results.
During the training of the two clerks of MRD in the
operation of the Data Bank, they were pleasantly
surprised to find that they could actually obtain the
required reports almost immediately, due to the built-in
automated data processing and report generation
functions. At present, they require five to ten working
days to complete the whole process of manual calculation
of data, drafting, typing, and proofreading of the
reports. They estimate that with the new MDSS, they can
issue the reports on the second rather than the tenth day
of each month. The Marketing and Sales Department heard
about this facility and has been, unofficially, asking
for a copy of the advanced report for reference* They are
very pleased with the improved efficiency.
Although the present forecasting model is simple,
with its validity to be calibrated and credibility
established, it nevertheless serves an useful purpose as
63a more objective reference when compared with the totally
arbitrary estimate by the marketing and sales staff, who
quite often come up with diverging figures- the
marketing staff tend to be optimistic, the sales staf f
pessimistic.
Next Steps
In order to maintain the momentum of the project and
to capitalize on management.'s interest generated so far,
the following three steps have been planned for immediate
action:
(1) To speed up the data conversion process in order
to realize as soon as possible the benefits of efficient
reporting.
(2) To develop as soon as possible analytical
application programs from the Statistical Bank to upgrade
the quality of the sales reports from purely status
reporting to decision supporting.
(3) To gain management commitment to participate in
the development of market models during the planned
presentation of the system. Their involvement is
essential to the development of valid market models.
Market models potentially is the most useful tool in
improving the quality of management decisions by
providing insights into the matter.
64Antcipated Problems
The presence of these favourable factors, real or
perceived, does not mean the project will have a smooth
sailing. On the contrary, several problems have already
been identified:
(1) The development process of market models can be
long, tedious, and without guarantee for success. There
is a real chance that the patience and enthusiasm of
management may wear out before a useful market model can
be developed.
(2) So far, the reactions from the two clerks of MRD
have been generally positive. However, it was learnt that
they had said to other staff that the higher efficiency
of the MDSS would mean greater workload for them, and
they were concerned that they would not be compensated
accordingly. One actually said he preferred to maintain
status quo rather than to pick up more responsibilities
even with proper compensation. While this is a personnel
problem per se, it does have an impact on the success of
the project and will need to be resolved.
(3) Perhaps the biggest problem lies with the EDP
Department. Originally, it was hoped that much help could
be obtained from this department, given their experience
and expertise. However, from the start of the project,
they have adopted an indifferent to outright
unco-operative attitude, It was later found out that they
perceived this project as an invasion into their
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territory, and undermining their position as the computer
expert in the company. MRD has so far managed without
them, and hence avoided any direct conflicts but the
progress has suffered. Moreover, the ultimate aim of the
MDSS is to allow direct user access, and the obvious way
to do so is to install it into the existing IBM System 36
network, which is under the direct control of the EDP
Department. Then conflicts can emerged - the EDP
Department can refuse to install the MDSS in the IBM
System 36. Even if they agree, there comes the bigger
question in who should control the MDSS - MRD or EDP ?
There is no clear answer to this question much depends
on the exact situation then and the attitude of the




The present project has demonstrated that the MDSS
is a viable concept with real benefits. So far, only' the
groundwork has been laid. However, it does produce
positive results which are solid enough to provide a
platform for further development.
The most encouraging result of the project is in
proving that it is feasible to set up such a system in a
PC environment. This liberates the Marketing and Sales,
as well as the Marketing Research Departments from being
the second class users of the company.' s computer
facilities, which traditionally are monopolized by the
Accounts Department. On a more general level, this opens
up an opportunity for those companies without large
computer facilities to achieve the efficiency and quality
of modern management.
Finally, top management's support is vital to the
success of the project, in not only providing the
financial resources, or a suitable organization climate,
but most important of all, the necessary input into the
content of the system to ensure the system does serve
their needs. Given the premium placed on management time
ana the complexity of the task involved, their support is
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not lightly given. However, top management firmly
believes that the potential future worth of the company
depends on the quality of management. Consequently, the
company invests heavily in management development
programs, encourages and supports experimentation with
new concepts, techniques and methods. Based on this
philosophy, the proposed MDSS, with its tremendous
potential to facilitate good management, should stand a
reasonable chance to be further supported.
Obviously much work still needs to be done and
problems overcome to realize that potential. The journey

















































ACTUAL SALES MAIN PROGRAM
THIS IS THE MAIN PROGRAM, OF THE ACTUAL SALES CONSOLIDATION
'A'AAAAAAAA AAAAAAA'A'AAAAAAAAAAAAAA'AAAAA
SET DEFAULT TO B
SET TALK OFF
SET FORMAT TO SCREEN




0 3,33 SAY 'ACTUAL SALES MTOU'
0 6,30 SAY '(1) SALES INPUT'
0 8,30 SAY '(2) SALES CONSOLIDATION'
0 10,30 SAY '(3) SALES REPORT'
0 12,30 SAY (4) SALES EXTRACTION'
0 16,29 SAY 'CHOOSE OPTION (Q TO QUIT)'GET OPTO
READ
IF !(OPTO)= 'Q'


















































































PROGRAM TO PROCESS SALES INPUT
STORE T TO INPUT
DO WHILE INPUT
STORE T TO LOOP
DO WHILE LOOP
STORE 11 TO OPTO
STORE TO DIST
ERASE
0 3,28 SAY 'ACTUAL DAILYMONTHLY SALES'
0 6,32 SAY (1) INPUT'
0 8,32 SAY '(2) EDIT'
0 10,32 SAY '(3) DISPLAYPRINT'





IF OPTO '1' .OR. OPTO '3'
0 16,5 SAY' INVALID CHOICE, PLEASE ENTER AGAIN'
DO DELAY
ELSE
0 16,18 SAY 'CHOOSE DISTRIBUTOR'GET DIST
0 18,18 SAY 'HLC--HING LAN, MCH-MAN CHONG, MVH-MAN VENG'
0 20,18 SAY 'NAF-NAVY, AFI-ASSOC, OTH-CflHERS'
READ
STORE! (DIST) TO DIST
IF DIST 'H_C' .AND. DIST 'MCH' .AND. DIST 'MVH':
.Aft). DISTo 'NAF' .AMD. DISTo 'AFI' .AND. DIST 'OTH'
0 22,5 SAY' INVALID CHOICE, PLEASE ENTER AGAIN'
DO DELAY
ELSE





STORE 'DIST'+' IND' TO IfD
STORE 'DIST'+ 'SALE' TO FILE
SELECT PRIMARY
USE FILE INDEX IND
IF DIST= H.C .OR. DIST= 'MVH' .OR. DIST= 'MCH'
STORE 'DAILY' TO BUF
STORE'' TO DATE
ELSE











































































PR0GR4M TO ENTER DATA
STORE 0 TO REC
STORE 1' TO WDAY
STORE T TO ENTRY
DO WHILE ENTRY
STORE T TO LOOP
DO WHILE LOOP
ERASE
0 3.24 SAY 'ENTER ACTUAL'+ 'BUF'+' SAI FF FOR 1+ 'ATIKT1
IF BUF= 'DAILY'
0 6,28 SAY 'DATE (YYWVDD)' GET DATE PICTURE '999999'
ra R 9R Rfiv 'nzsv nc tuc urnv err i.rmv
ELSE
0 fi 9P. FAv 'nfiTF (vynm 1 err runr DTmiDtr iqqooi
ENDIF
READ
STORE F TO LOOP
STORE !(WD4Y) TO WDAY
nn rue™
IF LOOP















FFT FORMAT TO flATI Y.FMT
ELSE
FCT TOEMAT TO MTMTT-J V FMT
ENDIF
INSERT BEFORE
SET FORMAT TO SCREEN
REPLACE PERIOD WITH DATE
REPLACE WKDAY WITH WDAY
REPLACE CTOT WITH CR+ CF, WTOT WITH WK+ WB+ W100+ WSL+ W_+ WL100,;
STOT WITH SK+ SS+ SL+ SL100, VTUT WITH VK+ V100,;
MTOT WITH MF+ FM, DTOT WITH DKS+ D100,;









57: 0 22,5 SAY' PRESS C TO CONTINUE, QTO EXIT'
58: WAIT TO OPTO
59: IF OPTO 'C'





























































PR0GR4M TO EDIT SALES DATA
STORE T TO LOOPE
DO WHILE LOOPE
ERASE
0 3,25 SAY 'EDIT ACTUAL 1+ 'BUF'+ 1 SAI ES FOR 1+ 'juitst1
IF BUF= 'DAILY'
0 6,28 SAY 'DATE (YYMDD)' GET DATE PICTURE '999999'
ELSE
0 6.28 SAY 'DATE (YYWl' GET DATF PTCTIIRF '9999'
ENDIF
READ
USE FILE INDEX IND
SET EXACT ON
FIND DATE








0 22,5 SAY' PRESSDTO DELETE, E TO EDIT, Q TO QUIT'
WAIT TO OPTN






0 22,5 SAY 'DO YOU REALLY WANT TO DELETE? (Y OR N)'
WAIT TO OPTN





0 22.S SAY' RECORD TS DF1 FTED. PI EASE WATT'
ELSE
0 22,0








0 22,5 SAY' PRESS C TO CONTINUE EDITING, Q TO QUIT'
WAIT TO OPTN
STORE IfOPTNY TO OPTN
IF OPTN o'C'














































PROGRAM TO CHANGE THE FIELDS IN SALES DATA RECORD
STORE STR(,5,0) TO REC
STORE T TO LOOP
DO WHILE LOOP
USE FILE INDEX IND
COPY RECORD REC TO POSTFILE
SET FORMAT TO EREC. FMI
USE POSTFILE
EDIT 1
STORE F TO LOOP
STORE PERIOD TO DATE
STORE WKDAY TO WDAY
m mFf k
IF LOOP





SET FORMAT TO SCREEN
REPLACE CTOT WITH CR+ CF, WTOT WITH WK+ WB+ W100+ WSL+ WL+ WL100;
STOT WITH SK+ SS+ SL +SL100, VTOT WITH VK+ V100;
MTOT WITH PF+ PM, DTOT WITH DKS+ D100;
SUBTOT WITH CTOI+ WTOT+ STOT +VTUT+ MTOT+ DTOT
□ 12,0
DO DSPLY2






flPPFMI FRTM PflJFTI F
ELSE
UPDATE FROM POSTFILE ON PERIOD RANDOM REPLACE;
PERIOD, WKDAY, CR, CF, WK, WB, W100, WSL, WL, WL100, SK, SS, SL, SL100,;






2: PROGRAM TO DISPLAY OR PRINT ACTUAL SALES DATA
3: STORE DATE TO DAT1
4: STORE DATE TO DAT2
5: STORE T TO LOOP
6: DO WHILE LOOP
7: ERASE
8: 0 3,25 SAY 'DISPLAY ACTUAL'+ 'BUF'+ 1 SALES FOR'+ 'DIST'
9: STORE F TO LOOP
10: IF BUF= 'DAILY'
11: 0 6,19 SAY 'FROM (YYIWDD)' GET DAT1 PICTURE '999999'
12: 0 6,45 SAY 'TO (YYMtyDD)' GET DAT2 PICTURE '999999'
13: ELSE
14: 0 6,19 SAY 'FROM (YYPM)' GET DAT1 PICTURE '9999'
15: 0 6,45 SAY 'TO (YYIW)' GET DAT2 PICTURE '9999'
16: ENDIF
17: READ




22: STORE '999999' TO DAT2
23: ELSE
24: IF DAT2=''
25: STORE '9999' TO DAT2
26: ENDIF
27: ENDIF
28: IF DAT1 DAT2
29: O 10,5 SAY' INVALID RANGE. PLEASE ENTER AGAIN'




34: 0 10,19 SAY 'TYPEP FOR PRINTOUT, RETORN FOR SCREEN DISPLAY'
35: WAIT TO OPTO
36: IF !(OPTO) o'P'
37: STORE T TO LOOP




42: 0 23,5 SAY' PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE, Q TO QUIT'
43: WAIT TO OPTO
44: IF !(OPTO)= 'Q'






51: CASE DIST= 'MCH'
52: SET HEADING TO ACTUAL DAILY SALES FOR MAN CHONG HONG (UNIT= STICKS)
53: CASE DIST= 'MVH'
54: SET HEADING TO ACTUAL DAILY SALES FOR MAN VENG TUG (UNIT= STICKS)



































SET HEADING TO ACTUAL DAILY SALES FOR HING LAN COPANY (UNIT= STICKS)
rflcr nTQT- «mm:»
SET HEADING TO ACTUAL MONTHLY SALES FOR NAF (UNIT= W STICKS)
PJKF nTFT= 'AFT'
SET HEADING TO ACTUAL MONTHLY SALES FOR AFI (UNIT= NM STICKS)
fASF nTFT= 'nTH'
SET HEADING TO ACTUAL MONTHLY SALES FOR OTHER (UNIT= PM STICKS)
ENDCASE
SET EJECT OFF
0 14,24 SAY 'CHOOSE (1) STYLE (2) FAMILY (3) BOTH'
WAIT TO OFTN
SET FORMAT TO PRINT
m rncc
CASE OPTN= '1'
0 1,0 SAY CHR(15)
REPORT FOFM AFORM TO PRINT FOR PERIOD= DAT1 .AM). PERIOD= DAT2;
.AM. .NOT. EOF
akt-i n yw rufNifO
CASE OPIN= '2'
REPORT FORM BFOFM TO PRINT FOR PERIOD= DAT1 .AM. PERIOD= DAT2;
AMI NOT FTIF
OTHERWISE
O 1,0 SAY CHR(15)
REPORT FOFM AFORM TO PRINT FOR PERIOD= DAT1 .AM. PERIOD= DAT2;
.AM. .NOT. EOF
0 $+1,0 SAY CHR(18)
EJECT





SFT FflFMAT TT) TOFFN
EMIF
1: PROCMENU
2: PROGRAM TO DO SALES CONSOLIDATION
3: STORE T TO LOOP
4: DO WHILE LOOP
5: STORE' 1 TO OPTO
6: ERASE
7: 0 3,31 SAY 'SALES CONSOLIDATION'
8:@ 6,23 SAY '(1) RUN RJR (HK INLAND) MONTHLY SALES'
9: O 8,23 SAY '(2) RUN RJR (HK MACAU) MONTHLY SALES'
10:@ 12,28 SAY 'CHOOSE OPTION (Q TO QUIT)' GET OPTO
11: READ
12: DO CASE
13: CASE OPTO= '1' .OR. OPTO= '2'
14: DO RJRNENU
15: CASE !(OPTN)= 'Q'
16: RETURN
17: OTHERWISE





2: DISTRIBUTORS DAILY SALES CONSOLIDATION
3: STORE 1' TO DAT1
4: STORE 1 1 TO DAT2
5: STORE T TO INPUT
6: DO WHILE INPUT
7: STORE F TO INPUT
8: ERASE
9: 0 3,30 SAY 'RUN RJR MONTHLY SALES'
10: 0 6,23 SAY 'FROM (YYNM)' GET DAT1 PICTURE '9999'
11: 0 6,43 SAY 'TO (YYNM)' GET DAT2 PICTURE '9999'
12: READ
13- TF nAT?= 1 1
14: STORE '9999' TO DAT2
15: ENDIF
16: IF DAT1 DAI2
17: 0 10,5 SAY' INVALID RANGE, PLEASE ENTER AGAIN'
18: DO DELAY
19: STORE T TO INPUT
20: ENDIF
21: ENDDO INPUT
22: IF OPTO= '1'
23: 0 $+3,35 SAY 'HK INLAND'
24: Fi 3F
25: 0 $+3.35 SAY 'HK MACAU'
26: ENDIF
27: CONFUTE DISTRIBUTOR DAILY TOTAL
28: 0 $+3,20 SAY' SALES DATA CONSOLIDATION STARTED. PLEASE WAIT...'
29: STORE 'CR,CF,WK,WB,W100,WSL,WL,WL100,SK,SS,SL,SL100,VK,V100,MF,NM,DKS,D100,;
30: CTOT,WTUT,STOT,VTUT,NITOT,DTUT,SUBTOT' TO CLIST
31: USE POSTFILE
32: INDEX ON PERIOD TO POSTIND
33: APPEND FRCM HLCSALE FOR PERIOD= DAT1 .AND. PERIOD= DAT2
34: APPEND FRCM MCHSALE FOR PERIOD= DAT1 .AM). PERIOD= D4T2
35: TOTAL ON PERIOD TO 7EMPFILE FIELDS CLIST
36: USE TENPFILE
37: INDEX ON PERIOD TO 1ENPIND
38: IF OPTO= '2'
39: APPEM) FROM MVHSALE FOR PERIOD= DAT1 .AND. PERIOD= DAT2
40: TOTAL ON PERIOD TO POSTFILE FIELDS CLIST
41: ELSE
42: USE
43: DELETE FILE POSTFILE
44: RENAME TENPFILE TO POSTFILE
45: ENDIF
46: UPDATE DISTRIBUTOR DAILY SALES FILE
47: SELECT PRIMARY
48: IF OPTO= '1'
49: USE HDAYSALE INDEX TDAYIND
50: ELSE
51: USE NDAYSALE INDEX NDAYIND
52: ENDIF
53: DO RENEW
54: 0 $+3,20 SAY' DISTRIBUTOR DAILY SALES CONFUTED1





















































POSTFILE IS IN USE AS SECONDARY
REPLACE ALL PERIOD WITH $(PERI0D,1,5), WKDAY WITH 1 1
TOTAL ON PERIOD TO TEPPFILE FIELDS CLIST
USE TEMTTLE





CR WITH CRDR, CF WITH CFDR, WK WITH WKDR, WB WITH WBDR,;
W100 WITH W100DR, WSL WITH WSLDR, WL WITH WLDR
WL100 WITH WL100DR, SK WITH SKDR, SS WITH SSDR, SL WITH SLDR,;
SL100 WITH SL100DR, VK WITH VKDR, V100 WITH V100DR
NF WITH MFDR, FM WITH MDR, DKS WITH DKSDR, D100 WITH D100DR,;
CTOT WITH CR+ CF, WTOT WITH WK+WB+WKXHWSL+WL+WL 100
STOT WITH SK+SS+SL+SL100, VTOT WITH VK+V100, MTOT WITH MF-W1,;
DTOT WITH DKS+ D100. SUBTOT WITH CTOT+WTOT+SW+nor+MTOT+DTOT
USE
DELETE FILE POSTFILE
RENAME TEPPFILE TO POSTFILE
UPDATE DISTRIBUTOR MONTHLY SALES FILE
en err DDTMADV
IF OPTN= '1'
IIFF FMKdFfll F TNHFY tMDNTMn
ELSE
I IFF NWnNFfll F TMIFY MtfYJTNn
ENDIF
DO RENEW
0 $+3,20 SAY' DISTRIBUTOR MONTFLY SALES CCMPUTED'
COMPUTE RJR MONTFLY TOTAL
POSTFILE IS IN USE AS SECONDARY
INDEX ON PERIOD TO POSTIN)
APPEND FRCM AFISALE FOR PERIOD= DAT1 .AN). PERIOD= DAT2
APPEN) FRCM NAFSALE FOR PERIOD= DAT1 .AN). PERIOD= DAT2
APPEM) FRCM OTHSALE FOR PERIOD= DAT1 .AND. PERIOD= DAT2
TOTAL ON PERIOD TO TENPFILE FIELDS CLIST
USE
DELETE FILE POSTFILE
RENANE TEFPFILE TO POSTFILE
UPDATE RJR MONTHLY TOTAL
FFl FFT DDTMaRV
IF OPTN= '1'
USE HRJRSALE INDEX HRJRIND
ELSE
IISF MR.TRSALE INDEX FRJRIND
ENDIF
DO RENEW
0 $+3,20 SAY' RJR MONTFLY SALES COMPUTED'
ERASE POSTFILE
USE DATBASE








2:*** UPDATE PRIMARY FILE BY POSTFILE
3: SELECT SECONDARY
4: USE POSTFILE
5: DO WHILE NOT. EOF






12: REPLACE PERIOD WITH S.PERIOD, WKDAY WITH S.WKDAY
13: REPLACE CR WITH S.CR, CF WITH S.CF, WK WITH S.WK, WB WITH S.WB
14: REPLACE W100 WITH S.W100, WSL WITH S.WSL, WL WITH S.WL, WL100 WITH S.WL100
15: REPLACE SK WITH S.SK, SS WITH S.SS, SL WITH S.SL, SL100 WITH S.SL100
16: REPLACE VK WITH S.VK, V100 WITH S.V100, NF WITH S.NF, NM WITH S.NM
17: REPLACE DKS WITH S.DKS, D100 WITH S.D100
18: REPLACE CTOT WITH S.CTOT, WIOT WITH S.WTOT, STOT WITH S.MTOT
19: REPLACE VTOT WITH S.MTOT, MTOT WITH S.MTOT, DTOT WITH S.DTOT







3: STORE T TO INPUT
4: DO WHILE INPUT
5: ERASE
6: STORE 1' TO OPTO
7: STORE F TO INPUT
8: 0 1,35 SAY 'SALES REPORT'
9: 0 4,33 SAY 'HONG KONG INLAND'
10: 0 6,27 SAY '(1) DISTRIBUTORS DAILY SALES'
11:@ 8,27 SAY '(2) DISTRIBUTORS MONTHLY SALES'
12:@ 10,27 SAY '(3) RJR MONTHLY SALES'
13: 0 13,33 SAY 'HONG KONG MACAU'
14: 0 15,27 SAY '(4) DISTRIBUTORS DAILY SALES'
15: 0 17,27 SAY '(5) DISTRIBUTORS MONTHLY SALES'
16: 0 19,27 SAY '(6) RJR MONTHLY SALES'
17: 0 22,27 SAY 'CHOOSE OPTION (Q TO QUIT)' GET OPTO
18: READ
19: DO CASE
20: CASE !(OFTO)= 'Q'
21: RETURN
22: CASE OPTO= '1'
23: USE HDAYSALE IM3EX HDAYIND
24: SET HEADING TO HONG KONG INLAND DISTRIBUTORS DAILY SALES (UNIT= STICKS)
25: STORE 'HK DIST' TO DIST
26: CASE OPTO= '2'
27: USE mONSALE INDEX TfDNIND
28: SET HEADING TO HONG KONG INLAND DISTRIBUTORS MONTTLY SALES (UNIT= STICKS)
29: STORE 'HK DIST' TO DIST
Tl PA DPTN= 'V
31: USE HRJRSALE INDEX HRJRIND
32: SET HEADING TO HONG KONG INLAND RJR MONTHLY SALES (UNIT= Wl STICKS)
33: STORE 'HK RJR' TO DIST
34: CASE OPTO= '4'
35: USE HDAYSALE INDEX MDAYIND
36: SET HEADING TO HONG KONG MACAU DISTRIBUTORS DAILY SALES (UNIT= STICKS)
37: STORE 'H8M DIST' TO DIST
38: CASE OPTO= '5'
39: USE M4DNSALE INDEX M40NIN)
40: SET HEADING TO HONG KONG MACAU DISTRIBUTORS MONTH.Y SALES (UNIT= STICKS)
41: STORE 'H8M DIST' TO DIST
42: CASE OPTO= '6'
43: USE MURSALE INDEX NRJRIND
44: SET HEADING TO HONG KONG MACAU RJR MONTHLY SALES (UNIT= W STICKS)
45: STORE 'HM RJR' TO DIST
46: OTHERWISE
47: 0 $+2,5 SAY' INVALID CHOICE. PLEASE ENTER AGAIN'
48: DO DELAY
49: STORE T TO INPUT
50: ENDCASE
51: ENDDO INPUT
52: IF OPTO= '1' .OR. OPTO= '4'
53: STORE'' TO DATE
54: STORE 'DAILY' TO BUF
55: ELSE
56: STORE 1 1 TO DATE
































































STORE F TO INPUT
0 1,33 SAY 'SALES EXTRACTION'
0 4,33 SAY 'HONG KONG INLAND'
0 6,27 SAY '(1) DISTRIBUTORS DAILY SALES'
0 8,27 SAY '(2) DISTRIBUTORS MONTHLY SALES'
0 10,27 SAY '(3) RJR MONTHLY SALES'
0 13,33 SAY 'HONG KONG MACAU'
0 15,27 SAY '(4) DISTRIBUTORS DAILY SALES'
0 17,27 SAY '(5) DISTRIBUTORS MONTHLY SALES'
0 19,27 SAY '(6) RJR MONTHLY SALES'






USE HDAYSALE IFCEX HDAYIND
STORE 'HK DIST' TO DIST
CASE OPTO= '2'
USE FMONSALE INDEX HMONIND
STORE 'HK DIST' TO DIST
CASE OPTO= '3'
USE HRJRSALE INDEX HRJRIND
STORE 'HK RJR' TO DIST
CASE OPTO= '4'
USE MJAYSALE INDEX MDAYIND
STORE 'HM DIST' TO DIST
CASE OPTO= '5'
USE NMONSALE INDEX M4MND
STORE 'HM DIST' TO DIST
CASE OPTO= 6'
USE MRJRSALE INDEX MRJRIND
STORE 'HM RJR' TO DIST
OTHERWISE
0 $+2,5 SAY' INVALID CHOICE, PLEASE ENTER AGA
DO DELAY
STORE T TO INPUT
ENDCASE
ENDOO INPUT
IF OPTO= '1' .OR. OPTO= '4'
STORE'' TO DATE
STORE 'DAILY' TO BUF
ELSE
STORE'' TO DATE
STORE 'M3NTH.Y' TO BUF
ENDIF
STORE T TO LOOP
STORE DATE TO DAT1


























































0 1,30 SAY 'SALES EXTRACTION FOR'+ 'DIST'
STORE F TO LOOP
IF BUF= 'DAILY'
0 4,19 SAY 'FROM (YYM4DD)' GET DAT1 PICTURE '999999'
0 4,45 SAY 'TO (YYWDD)' GET DAT2 PICTURE '999999'
ELSE
0 4,26 SAY 'FROM (YYW1)' GET DAT1 PICTURE 9999'




STORE '999999' TO DAT2
ELSE
IF DAT2=''




0 $+3,5 SAY' INVALID RANGE. PLEASE ENTER AGAIN'































(S) CAMEL (T) WINTON (U) SALEM (V) VANTAGE (W) MORE (X) DORAL
(Y) TOTAL
ENTTEXT
0 16,20 SAY 'CHOOSE 6 BRAID STYLES OR FAMILIES' GET BUF
READ
STORE F TO LOOP
DO WHILE .NOT. LOOP .AND. CNTR= LEN(BUF)
STORE $(BUF,CNTR,1) TO OPTO
DO CASE
CASE !(OPTN)= 'A'

























































STORE FID+ 'CF,' TO FID
CASE !(OPTN)= 'C'
STORE FLD+ 'WK' TO Fill
CASE !(OPTN)= 'D'
STORE FLD+ 'WBTO FLD
CASE !(OPTN)= 'E'
STORE FLD+ 'W100' TO FLD
CASE !(OPTN)= 'F'
STORE FLD+ 'WSL,' TO FLD
CASE !(OPTO)= '6'
STORE FLD+ 'WL' TO FLD
CASE !(OPTN)= 'H'
STORE FLD+ 'WL100' TO FLD
CASE 1(OFTN)= 'I'
STORE FLD+ 'SK' TO FLD
CASE !(OFTN)= 'J'
STORE FLD+ 'SS' TO FLD
CASE !(OPTN)= 'K1
STORE FLD+ 'SL' TO FLD
CASE !(OPTN)= 'L'
STORE FLD+ 'SL100.' TO FLD
CASE !(OPTN)= 'M'
STORE Fin+ 'VK' TO FLD
CASE !(OPTN)= 'N'
STORE FLD+ 'V100.' TO FLD
CASE !(OPTN)= '0'
STORE FLD+ MF' TO FLD
CASE !(OPTN)= r
STORE FLD+ 'MV TO FLD
CASE !(OPTN)= Q
STORE FLD+ DKS' TO FLD
CASE !(OPTN)= 'R
STORE FLD+ 'D100.1 TO FLD
CASE !(OPTN)= 'S'
STORE FLD+ 'C1UT' TO FLD
CASE !(OPTN)= T
STORE FLD+ 'WTOTTO FLD
CASE I(OPTN)= 'U'
STORE FLD+ 'STOTTO FLD
CASE 1(OFTN)= V
STORE FLD+ 'VTOT' TO FLD
CASE !(OPTN)= 'W1
STORE FLD+ 'MTUT' TO FLD
CASE !(OFTN)= 'X'
STORE FLD+ 'DTOT.' TO FLD
CASE !(OPTN)= 'Y1
STORE FLD+ 'SUBTUT.' TO FLD
CASE !(OPTN)= 1 1
STORF 9, TO CNTR
OTHERWISE
□ $+3,5 SAY' INVALID CHOICE. PLEASE ENTER AGAIN'
DO DELAY
STORF T TO LOOP
ENDCASE


























STORE $(FLD,1,LEN(FLD)-1) TO FLD
STORE T TO LOOP
STORE 1' TO BUF
SAVE DATA IN AN OUTPUT FILE
DO WHILE LOOP
STORE F TO LOOP
0 18,23 SAY 'ENTER FILENAME FOR SAVING DATA 1 GET BUF
READ
IF FILE(BUF)
O $+2,5 SAY' FILE ALREADY EXISTS. OVERWRITE IT? (Y OR N)'
WAIT TO OPTN
IF !(OPTN) T






COPY TO BUF FIELD FLD FOR PERIOD= DAT1 .AMD. PERIOD= DAT2
0 $+2,5 SAY' COPY TO'+ 'BUF'+ 1 COPLETED'
DO DELAY
delay
2: PROGRAM TO DO 3 SEC DELAY
3: STORE 1 TO X
4: DO WHILE X 50




2: CHECK DATE AND DAY OF THE WEEK
3: l€M VARIABLES USED: DATE, LOOP, BUF, WDAY
4: IF DATE OR WEEK DAY IS INVALID, LOOP IS TRUE
5: IF VAL($(DATE,4,2)) 1 .OR. VAL($(DA1E,4,2)) 12














IF VAL($(DATE,7,2)) 1 .OR. VAL($(DATE,7,2)) 31
STORE T TO LOOP
ENDIF
IF WDAY o'MON .AND. WDAYo TUE .AND. WDAYo WED;
.AND. WDAYo THU .AND. WDAYo FRI1 .AND. WDAYo 'SAT';
.AND. WDAYo 'SUN' .AND. WDAYo''





2: PROGRAM TO DISPLAY BRAN) STYLE DATA
3: 0 2,2 SAY 'CR' GET CR
4: G 2,22 SAY 'CF' GET CF
5: 0 2,42 SAY 'WK' GET WK
6: 0 2,62 SAY 'WB' GET WB
7: 0 4,2 SAY 'WlOO' GET WlOO
8: (3 4,22 SAY 'WSL GET WSL
9: (3 4,42 SAY 'WL' GET WL
10: 3 4,62 SAY 'WL100' GET WL100
11: (3 6,2 SAY 'SK 1 GET SK
12:@ 6,22 SAY 'SS 1 GET SS
13: 3 6,42 SAY 'SL 1 GET SL
14: 0 6,62 SAY 'SL100' GET SL100
15: 0 8,2 SAY 'VK' GET VK
16: 0 8,22 SAY 'V100 1 GET V100
17: 0 8,42 SAY 'MF' GET MF
18: 0 8,62 SAY 'M 1 GET NM
19: 0 10,2 SAY 'DKS 1 GET DKS
i. ncpiY?
2: DISPLAY BRAND FAMILY TOTAL
3: 0 12,26 SAY 'TOTAL'+ 'BUF'+ 1 SALES FOR 1+ 'DIST'
4: IF BUF= 'DAILY'
5: 0 14,20 SAY 'DATE' GET PERIOD
6: 0 14,40 SAY 'DAY OF'THE WEEK' GET WKDAY
7: ELSE
8: 0 14,29 SAY 'DATE' GET PERIOD
9: ENDIF
10: G 16,7 SAY 'CAMEL' GET CTOT
11: 0 16,29 SAY 'WINSTON' GET WTOT
12: 0 16,51 SAY 'SALEM' GET STOT
13: 0 18,7 SAY 'VANTAGE' GET VTOT
14: 0 18,29 SAY 'MORE' GET MTOT
15: 0 18,51 SAY 'DORAL' GET DTOT
16: 0 20,29 SAY 'TOTAL' GET SUBTOT
1: FORMAT FOR DAILY SALES DATA
2: 0 0,25 SAY 'DAILY SALES (UNIT= STICKS)1
3: 0 2,2 SAY 'CR 1 GET CR
4: 0 2,22 SAY CF 1 GET CF
5: 0 2,42 SAY 'WK 1 GET WK
6: 0 2,62 SAY 'WB 1 GET WB
7: 0 4,2 SAY 'W100 1 GET W100
8: 0 4,22 SAY 'WSL 1 GET WSL
9: 0 4,42 SAY 'WL 1 GET WL
10: 0 4,62 SAY 'WL100 1 GET WL100
11: 0 6,2 SAY 'SK 1 GET SK
12: 0 6,22 SAY 'SS 1 GET SS
13: 0 6,42 SAY 'SL 1 GET SL
14: 0 6,62 SAY 'SL100 1 GET SL100
15: 0 8,2 SAY 'VK 1 GET VK
16: 0 8,22 SAY 'V100' GET V100
17: 0 8,42 SAY 'MF' GET MF
18: 0 8,62 SAY 'NM 1 GET W
19: 0 10,2 SAY 'DKS 1 GET DKS
20: 0 10,22 SAY 'D100 1 GET D100
1: FORMAT FOR MONTHLY SALES DATA
2: 0 0,25 SAY 'MONTHLY SALES (UNIT= FN STICKS)1
3:(? 2,2 SAY 'CR' GET 01
4:@ 2,22 SAY 'CF' GET CF
5: 0 2,42 SAY 'WK' GET WK
6: 0 2,62 SAY 'WB' GET WB
7: 0 4,2 SAY 'W100 1 GET W100
8: 0 4,22 SAY 'WSL' GET WSL
9: 0 4,42 SAY 'WL' GET WL
10: 0 4,62 SAY 'WL100 1 GET WL100
11: 0 6,2 SAY SK' GET SK
12: 0 6,22 SAY SS' GET SS
13: 0 6,42 SAY 'SL 1 GET SL
14: 0 6,62 SAY 'SL100' GET SL100
15: 0 8,2 SAY 'VK' GET VK
16: 0 8,22 SAY 'V100' GET V100
17: 0 8,42 SAY 'MF' GET MF
18: 0 8,62 SAY 'FM 1 GET FM
19: 0 10,2 SAY DKS' GET DKS
20: 0 10,22 SAY 'D100' GET D100
1: EREC.FMT
2: RECORD TO BE EDITED
3:@ 2,2 SAY 'CR' GET CR
4: 0 2,22 SAY CF' GET CF
5: 0 2,42 SAY 'WK' GET WK
6: 0 2,62 SAY 'WB' GET WB
7: 0 4,2 SAY 'WlOO' GET WlOO
8: G 4,22 SAY 'WSL' GET WSL
9:@ 4,42 SAY 'WL 1 GET WL
10: 0 4,62 SAY 'WL100' GET WL100
11: 0 6,2 SAY 'SK 1 GET SK
12: 0 6,22 SAY 'SS' GET SS
13: 0 6,42 SAY 'SL' GET SL
14: 0 6,62 SAY 'SL100' GET SL100
15: 0 8,2 SAY 'VK' GET VK
16: 0 8,22 SAY 'V100' GET V100
17: 0 8,42 SAY 'MF 1 GET IF
18: 0 8,62 SAY 'NM 1 GET W
19: 0 10,2 SAY 'DKS' GET DKS
20: 0 10,22 SAY 'D100 'GET D100
21: 0 12,2 SAY 'DATE' GET PERIOD
22: 0 12,22 SAY 'DAY OF THE WEEK' GET WKDAY






































































































FORMAT OF SCREEN DISPLAY
























TOTAL DAILY SALES FOR HLC















ACTUAL DAILY SALES FOR HING LAN COMPANY (UNIT= STICKS)
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